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1. Introduction

Temporal variability of beach morphology is driven by sediment transport in cross-shore and/or longshore directions. Longshore beach change is mainly characterised by long term variability of shoreline position, beach rotation and development of rhythmic features. On the other hand, cross-shore change is characterised by changes in the shape of cross-shore profile and the area of beach cross section in time. While longshore beach changes have significant impacts on the medium to long term beach position and orientation, cross-shore change occurs over a wide range of timescales and can have detrimental impacts on the stability of natural and man-made sea defences, coastal eco-systems, infrastructure and safety. In this study we specifically focus on morphodynamic change in the cross-shore direction as cross-shore beach profile change spread over a range of time scales and is crucial to short-medium term beach stability and storm response, stability of coastal defences, wave overtopping and coastal inundation.

Beach profile morphology changes over a range of time and space scales. Here we define short term variability as that which occurs over a period of days to a month as a result of episodic events (storms); medium-term variability as that which over several months (e.g. winter-summer wave change) to several years (e.g. due to regional climate variability, engineering intervention and prevailing sedimentary processes); and long term variability as that which occurs over a period of a decade to a century, associated mainly with climate change impacts; and very long term millennial scale evolution as a result of quaternary sea level changes. Cross-shore beach change is widely thought to be controlled by the incident wave climate, water level variability, nearshore currents, sediment characteristics and sediment distribution across the profile (Niodoroda et al., 1995; Stive and de Vriend, 1995; Pedrozo-Acuna et al., 2006; and many others). The cross-shore variability of sandy beaches is distinctly different to that of coarse grain beaches and/or composite sand-gravel beaches in terms of profile shape and profile...
response to hydrodynamic forcing (Larson and Kraus, 1994; Pontee et al., 2004; Karunarathna et al., 2012).

Relationships between beach change and drivers that govern the change have been extensively studied in the past, using field measurements, experimental investigations and numerical models, covering a range of time scales spanning from short-term to long-term. For example, Lee et al. (1998) studied storm driven beach change using beach profiles measured at Duck, North Carolina. Ferreira (2005) investigated beach response to storms using a set of measured data from a Portuguese coast. More recently, Coco et al. (2014) investigated beach response to storm sequences using beach profiles measured at Truc Vert Beach, France. McCall et al. (2015) modelled storm response of gravel beaches and barriers. Karunarathna et al. (2014) investigated storm scale morphodynamic beach profile response using historically measured beach profiles of Narrabeen Beach Australia. They found that single storms or storm clusters predominantly change the supra tidal and inter-tidal part of the beach profile and that beach erosion volumes are strongly correlated to the power of the storm. In addition, many research results have been published on numerical modelling studies of storm scale beach change (e.g. Larson and Kraus, 1989; Roelvink et al., 2009; Ruiz de Algiera-Arzaburu et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012; Callaghan et al., 2013; Pender and Karunarathna, 2013; McCall et al., 2015).

Medium term beach profile change and its relationship with changes in wave climate have also been well studied and modelled by our researchers. For example, Vellinga (1983, 1984) developed a relationship between cross-shore distance and profile depth for erosive beach profiles, as a function of grain size. Inman et al. (1993) investigated winter/summer seasonal variability of beach profile shape. Kuriyama (2002) and Kuriyama et al. (2012, 2008) investigated the medium term cross-shore profile behaviour including shoreline position change, inter-tidal bar movement and profile shape variability using a set of regularly measured beach profiles over a few decades at Hasaki Coast, Japan. Their studies were able to form linkages between seasonal to inter-annual change in wave climate and profile behaviour. Relationships between incident wave conditions and medium term profile variability have also been examined and established using various techniques and field observations by, among others, Larson et al. (2000), Kroon et al. (2008), Horrillo-Caraballo and Reeve (2008, 2010), Karunarathna et al. (2012), using numerous field observations.

Long term beach profiles associated with sea level changes have also received the attention of many researchers. Bruun (1954) investigated cross-shore profile change and developed the concept of equilibrium beach profile shape on sandy beaches. Using this concept as a basis, a simple empirical relationship between long term sea level change and profile shape (Bruun Rule) was developed by Bruun (1962). Dean (1977) provided the physical argument for the shape of this profile shape and developed Dean’s equilibrium profile. Later, Dean (1991) included gravity effects to the Dean (1977) profile to get the linear upper beach retain the dependence on grain size. Bodge (1992) proposed an exponential beach profile model. Larson et al. (1999) provided physical reasoning for a linearly sloping upper beach but this result was independent of grain size. Long term adjustments of beach profiles to Quaternary sea level changes have also been studied by Carter (1986) and Carter and Orford (1993).

Even though numerous studies have been reported on change of cross-shore morphodynamics of different beach types under different wave and hydrodynamic conditions in isolation, studies on inter-comparison of sites with different characteristics are sparse. For example, two different sites with different site characteristics may behave very differently under the same wave and hydrodynamic condition. Also, there are still substantial gaps in our knowledge on how beach morphodynamics vary over the full range of timescales. For instance, profile variability of coarse sediment and mixed sediment beaches is largely unknown. In addition, studies on the effects of medium term climatic variability on profile shape changes are scarce. This study focuses on comparing and contrasting cross-shore morphological change of four very different beaches using historic measurements of beach profiles. The aim of this study is to identify commonalities and divergences in beach profile behaviour among the case study sites. Section 2 of the paper describes the four field study sites. In Section 3, general variability of beach profiles at the four sites is analysed. In Section 4, beach profiles are compared with Dean (1991)’s equilibrium profile. Section 5 analyses profiles using Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs). In Section 6, a discussion of the results presented in Sections 3, 4, and 5 are given and those results are related to incident wave climate. Chapter 7 concludes the paper.

2. Study sites

The field sites used in the present study are Narrabeen Beach, New South Wales (NSW), Australia; Milford-on-Sea Beach, Christchurch Bay, UK; Hasaki Coast, Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan; and Joetsu-Ogata Coast, Niigata Prefecture, Japan. These sites have distinctly different characteristics in terms of exposure, sediment characteristics, tidal regime and incident wave climate. Historical beach profile surveys and wave measurements spanning a few decades are available at all 4 sites making them ideal candidates for this multi-time scale analysis and inter-comparison. The selected cross-shore transects selected from these sites reported to have the least impact from longshore sediment transport.

2.1. Narrabeen Beach, New South Wales, Australia

Narrabeen Beach is a wave-dominated embayed beach located 20 km north of Sydney, in New South Wales (NSW), Australia. The beach is 3.6 km long and bounded by two headlands, Narrabeen Head to the north and Long Reef Point to the south and is composed of medium to fine quartz and carbonate sands with $D_{50} = 0.3–0.4$ mm (see Fig. 1a). The beach is exposed to a highly variable, moderate-to-high energy wind waves superimposed on long period, moderate-to-high energy south-easterly swell waves (Short and Wright, 1981). Waves are derived from three cyclonic sources: Mid-latitude cyclones pass across the southern Tasman Sea all-year-round, generating south-easterly swell; extra-tropical cyclones off NSW coast generating east and south-easterly waves peaking between May and August; tropical cyclones that generate moderate to high north-easterly and easterly swell during February and March. In addition, summer (December to March) sea breezes generate low to moderate north-easterly seas. On average, Narrabeen Beach is subjected to 12 storms per year (based on the local definition that $H_{s} > 3$ m lasting more than 1 h represents a storm (Callaghan et al., 2008)). Fig. 1b shows typical offshore wave climate measured at the wave buoy near Long Reef Point located in around 80 m water depth offshore of Narrabeen Beach. The beach experiences micro-tidal, semi-diurnal tides with mean spring tidal range of 1.6 m and neap tidal range of 1.2 m. MHWS and MLWS are 0.9 m and $0.7$ m above Australian Height Datum (AHD) respectively. The effect of tides on the morphology of Narrabeen Beach is considerably less than that of waves (Short, 1985; Short and Trembanis, 2004).

Cross-shore beach profiles at five alongshore locations along the Narrabeen Beach have been regularly measured first at bi-weekly intervals and then, at monthly intervals since 1977, by the Coastal Studies Unit, University of Sydney. Surveys were undertaken at low tide and profiles were recorded at 10 m cross-shore intervals from a fixed bench mark at the landward limit of the active beach at 10 m elevation. Beach profiles measured at monthly intervals from 1977 until 1992 were used in this study. Hourly non-directional (1976–1992) and directional (1992–2005) wave data were also measured at an offshore wave buoy located at the Long Reef Point, at a depth of 80 m. Cross-shore beach profile surveys carried out at Profile 4, situated in the central part of the Narrabeen Beach (Fig. 1a), which is the least likely location...
to be affected by the cyclic beach rotation phenomenon that occurs at Narrabeen Beach is selected for this study (Short and Trembanis, 2004; Ranasinghe et al., 2004a). The cross-shore extent of profile measurements at Profile 4 does not surpass the depth of closure which is approximately 10 m (Hallemeier, 1981) and therefore measured profiles do not cover the entire active profile. A summary of the cross-shore profile surveys at Profile 4 from 1976 to 1992 are shown in Fig. 1c.

2.2. Milford-on-Sea beach

Milford-on-Sea is a sand-gravel composite beach that forms a part of the Christchurch Bay beach system facing the English Channel, UK. The beach extends about 3 km to the west from Hurst Castle Spit (Fig. 2a). The sub-tidal beach is characterised by highly mobile and segmented multiple alongshore bars. The sediment grain size at Milford-on-Sea beach significantly varies along the cross shore profile. Coarse shingles and pebbles with a median grain diameter ($D_{50}$) around 16 mm dominate the upper beach. A sand-gravel mix which has $D_{50}$-gravel = 10 mm and $D_{50}$-sand = 1 mm with only 62% sand fraction, dominates the upper inter-tidal areas (Martin Grandes et al., 2009).

Waves reach the beach predominantly from the SSW direction with occasional SSE waves. The wave climate has a clear winter-summer seasonal signature. SCOPAC (2003) quotes the typical (one year return period) and extreme (1 in 100 year) significant wave heights at Milford-on-Sea as 2.5 m and 3.4 m respectively. Fig. 2b shows near-shore significant wave heights measured at a depth of 12 m offshore of the Christchurch Bay beach between 1986 and 1994. Christchurch Bay experiences semi-diurnal tides with a spring tidal range of 2.0 m, reducing to 0.8 m during neap tide, making it a meso-tidal beach. Mean high water spring (MHWS), Mean low water spring (MLWS) and Mean water level (MWL) are 0.87 m, −1.13 m and 0.14 m above Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN), the standard UK reference level.

Cross-shore beach profiles along the Christchurch Bay have been surveyed by the UK South-East Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme at 45 beach transects. Profiles were measured since 1987 until 2006 on average at 3 surveys per year at 5 m cross-chore intervals. All profile heights were recorded relative to ODN. Surveys at beach transect 500107, (Fig. 2c), were selected for the present analysis as this corresponds to where net longshore transport is minimal (SCOPAC, 2003). The depth of closure of Milford-on-Sea beach is around 5.0 m which is further offshore from the truncation point of the measured profiles and therefore, measured profiles do not cover the entire active profile.

2.3. Hasaki Coast, Japan

Hasaki Coast is a longshore uniform sandy coastline located in the Ibaraki Prefecture of Japan, facing the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 3a). The inter-tidal and subtidal beach consists of multiple sand bars that are highly mobile under the current sediment transport regime. The beach consists of sediment with median diameter of 0.18 mm. Sediment grain size is almost uniform along the beach profile, (Kuriyama et al., 2008).

The beach is subjected to both wind sea and swell waves. Tropical cyclones (typhoons) that occur during September–October generate high energy wave conditions along the Hasaki Coast. Relatively small waves occur from May to June. High wave conditions also occur between January and March as a result of extra-tropical cyclones. Based
on the datum level at Hasaki, (Tokyo Peil-0.69 m), the high, mean and low water levels were recorded as 1.25 m, 0.65 m and —0.20 m respectively. Kuriyama et al. (2008) demonstrated that due to the micro-tidal environment and the high energy incident wave conditions, beach changes are primarily driven by incident wave conditions. Deepwater waves at Hasaki Coast have been measured since 1986 with an ultrasound wave gauge for 20 min every 2 h (Fig. 3b). The water depth at wave measuring location is 24 m.

Weekly beach profile surveys have been carried out at the Hazaki Oceanographical Research Station (HORS), initially at daily and subsequently at weekly intervals since 1986. The profiles have been surveyed at 5 m cross-shore intervals along the observation pier, to the same datum level as that used for the tidal measurements. The measured waves are representative of the waves at the profile measurement site as Joetsu-Ogata Coast is predominantly longshore uniform. Wave measurements have been carried out for 20 min at every 2 h between 2002 and 2005. Significant wave heights ($H_s$) and periods ($T_s$) of the measured waves are shown in Fig. 4b. The analysis of wave data reveals that significant wave heights vary between 0.3 and 3.4 m while significant wave periods vary between 2.4 and 13.5 s. The average values of $H_s$ and $T_s$ are 1.1 m and 5.6 s respectively. The beach is micro tidal with spring tidal range not exceeding 0.4 m (Karunarathna et al., 2015).

Field surveys of cross shore beach profiles at Joetsu-Ogata Coast have been carried out by the Disaster Prevention Research Institute of Kyoto University, Japan at the Ogata Wave Observatory (OWO) pier located at the central part of the coast (Fig. 4a). The pier was 256 long in the cross shore direction and was supported by truss girders to minimise its effects on the nearshore hydrodynamics and sediment transport processes (Mase et al., 1990). Measurements have been done with respect to a reference line located 25 m landward of the beach crest. Cross-shore profiles measured at OWO are considered to be typical of this beach. The profiles had been measured once a month since October 1986 until March 2006, with a cross shore resolution of 1.25 m. However, it should be noted that the data prior to 1997 has significant gaps (Mase et al., 1990). In Fig. 4c, a summary of the measured beach profiles at OWO Pier is shown. Offshore wave data is not available at JOETSU-
OGATA Coast to determine the depth of closure and hence the length of the active profile however, the profile envelope shown in Fig. 4c reveals profile variability at 8 m depth where most profiles are truncated.

A summary of beach characteristics of the four study sites is given in Table 1.

3. General profile variability

In this section, a general statistical analysis of cross-shore profiles at the four selected sites is presented, using the mean beach profile and standard deviations around the mean. The main results are shown in Fig. 5.

Mean profile shape at the four sites show remarkable differences. It is interesting to see that the Narrabeen Beach mean profile (Fig. 5a) shows three distinct slopes at dune face (0 < x < 50 m), upper beach (50 m < x < 90 m) and inter-tidal/subtidal zone (x > 90 m), even though sediment size does not significantly vary across the profile. Overall, the mean profile seems to fit with an intermediate beach profile state with the lower beach showing characteristics of a classic dissipative profile and the upper beach showing the shape of a reflective profile (Short, 2006). The standard deviation around the mean profile is strongest in the intertidal zone which shows that most wave activity takes place in this zone. The second largest variability is seen at the foot of the dune, which may be due to high waves reaching the dune foot during stormy conditions (storm surge at this location is minimal (Callaghan et al., 2008).

Milford-on-Sea Beach (Fig. 5b) shows two distinct slopes where the gradients of the upper beach and intertidal zones (x < 50 m) are significantly steeper than that of the subtidal beach (x > 50 m). This is not surprising due to the sand-gravel composite nature of the beach. The overall beach profile shape follows a classic reflective profile defined by Short (2006). The largest standard deviation from the mean profile is seen in the supratidal zone, which indicates swash dominance (25 m < x < 35 m). The second largest standard deviation is seen in the intertidal-subtidal boundary where wave breaking takes place during low tide, which shows that tidal water level fluctuations play an important role in the morphodynamics of this beach.

The mean beach profile of the Hasaki Coast (Fig. 5c) is relatively uniform across the profile and shows characteristics of a classic dissipative beach (Short, 2006). However, a gradual decline of profile gradient can be seen in the subtidal zone (x > 200 m). The largest standard deviation around the mean profile is seen in the subtidal zone well below low tide level (300 m < x < 450 m) which characterises the highest wave activity in this area. In addition, a large secondary peak can be seen at the crest of the profile (x > 40 m) which indicates significant profile change in this area, which is due to aeolian sediment transport processes and the variability of the dune vegetation cover (Kuriyama et al., 2005).

The mean profile shape in Joetsu-Ogata Coast (Fig. 5d) also shows a composite profile with distinctly different gradients at the upper (x < 50 m) and lower (x > 50 m) part of the profile. This is characterised by the coarse sediment (1-2 mm) found in the upper beach and finer sediment (0.5 mm) found in the lower beach (Baba and Uchiyama, 2001). The profile contains characteristics of an intermediate profile.
with a dissipative lower beach and a reflective upper beach. It is worth noting that the still water line at this site was not marked during field measurements and therefore some ambiguity prevails about the shore-line position. The standard deviation around the mean profile is at its highest between 75 m–200 m cross-shore subtidal zone which indicates high wave activity over a wide surf zone. A secondary peak in standard deviation is seen around the still water line, which may be due to the approach of storm waves at the upper beach.

The above analysis shows that the four selected study sites show some distinctly different beach profile characteristics in terms of profile shape and variability.

4. Long term equilibrium profile shape

In this section the morphological nature of the long term equilibrium beach profiles at the four study sites is investigated. Traditionally, empirical equilibrium profile models have been widely used for predicting beach change in the cross-shore direction. Those include Bruun (1954) and Dean (1977, 1991) equilibrium profiles. Dean’s equilibrium beach profile (Eq. (1)) provides a relationship between profile change and beach sediment characteristics:

$$h = Ax^n$$

Where $h =$ profile depth measured with respect to MWL, $x =$ cross-shore distance measured offshore from mean water shoreline, $A =$ profile scale parameter and $n =$ profile shape parameter. By analysing a large number of profile data, mainly from mildly sloping sandy beaches, Dean (1977) found that $n = 2/3$. The profile scale parameter $A$ was determined from Moore’s (Moore, 1982; Dean, 1991) relationship, which is the most widely used expression that correlates $A$ and median sediment grain diameter $D_{50}$ (or sediment fall velocity $w$).

Table 1
A summary of beach characteristics of the four selected study sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beach characteristic</th>
<th>Narrabeen Beach</th>
<th>Milford on Sea Beach</th>
<th>Hasaki Coast</th>
<th>Joetsu-Ogata Coast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{50}$</td>
<td>0.3–0.4 mm</td>
<td>1.6 mm sand 10 mm gravel • sandy • sand-gravel composite • mean slope-composite • wave-dominated</td>
<td>0.18 mm • sandy • mean slope-gentle • wave dominated 1:50</td>
<td>0.3–1.5 mm • sandy • mean slope-composite • wave dominated 1:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile type</td>
<td>• sandy • mean slope-composite • wave-dominated</td>
<td>• sand-gravel composite • mean slope–steep, composite • wave/tide dominated 1:10</td>
<td>• sandy • mean slope-gentle • wave dominated 1:50</td>
<td>• sandy • mean slope-composite • wave dominated 1:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate overall mean profile gradient</td>
<td>1:14</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>1:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave conditions</td>
<td>High energy, frequent storms all year round</td>
<td>Seasonal winter storms, calm in summer meso tidal</td>
<td>Seasonal storms – sea and swell micro tidal</td>
<td>Seasonal winter storms, calm in summer micro tidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tide range</td>
<td>Tidal range 1.6 m</td>
<td>Tidal range 2.0 m</td>
<td>Tidal range 1.4 m</td>
<td>Tidal range 0.4 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Joetsu-Ogata Coast, Niigata, Japan. (a) Location and a view of the beach, (b) incident waves measured at a site 5 km from the coast, (c) mean and envelope of measures profiles at OWO observation pier.
Assuming that beach profile measurements at all four sites are long enough and that the time averaged subaqueous profile closely resembles the long term equilibrium beach profile, here we compare the time beach profiles with Dean’s equilibrium profile.

To determine Dean’s equilibrium profile for subaqueous Narrabeen Beach, the average $D_{50}$ was taken as 0.35 mm, which gives $A = 0.13$. The mean beach profile at Narrabeen is in good agreement with the Dean’s equilibrium profile (Fig. 6a), with root mean square error (RMSE) of less than 5%. This could be expected as intertidal region of the Narrabeen Beach consists of uniformly distributed sediment. This result indicates that Dean’s profile can be used to characterise long term subaqueous profile change at Narrabeen Beach.

$D_{50}$ for Milford-on-Sea was taken as 10 mm as sediment sample from the inter-tidal beach contains only 12% sand fraction (Martín-Grandes - unpublished data). This value thus gives $A = 0.3$. A comparison of subaqueous mean profile and Dean’s equilibrium profile for Milford-on-Sea (profile 5f00107) is shown in Fig. 6b. It can be seen that the Dean’s equilibrium profile model marginally over-estimates the subaqueous mean profile depth with RMSE of 11%. This could be attributed to the fact that Moore’s (1982) relationship is based on a uniform grain size to determine profile scale parameter whereas the subaqueous region of the Milford-on-Sea beach consists of sediment with a bimodal distribution with 88% gravel 12% sand. Selection of a single shape parameter for beaches with large cross-shore sediment variability is sub-optimal (Pilkey, 1993). However,
despite potential differences between wave energy dissipation on the steep Milford-on-Sea beach and on a gentle slope associated with Dean’s profile shape parameter, the overall agreement between mean subaqueous profile shape of Milford-on-Sea beach and the Dean’s profile shape is very encouraging.

In Fig. 6c, a comparison of Hasaki Coast mean beach profile with Dean’s Equilibrium profile is shown. $D_{50}$ of 0.18 mm (Kuriyama et al. 2008) was used to determine profile shape parameter, which is found to be 0.092. Dean’s equilibrium profile model closely resembles the mean subaqueous beach profile of Hasaki Coast above $-2$ m depth (RMSE 6%) but underestimates below $-2$ m depth (RMSE ~25%). It may be possible that the sediment grain size in the deeper areas of the beach is smaller than the median grain size thus resulting in profile depths larger than that produced by the Dean’s model. The significant differences between the mean profile and Dean’s profile in areas deeper than 2 m (maximum of 25%) suggest that the use of Dean’s profile to determine long term morphology of the cross-shore profiles at Hasaki Coast should be done with caution, in the absence of a further study on cross shore sediment distribution. However, it should be noted that the local scour around Hasaki Pier from which profile measurements are taken, may have contributed to profile measurements deeper than 2 m.

The comparison of mean subaqueous profile with the Dean’s profile at Joetsu-Ogata Coast is shown in Fig. 6d. $D_{50}$ = 1.6 mm is used to determine the profile shape parameters of the Dean’s profile, which is found to be 0.26. The overall RMSE between measured a mean profile and Dean’s equilibrium profile is around 20% and there are some significant localised differences between the two. Dean’s profile underestimates the upper part of the subaqueous profile depth while over-estimates the lower region. This is similar to that found if Milford-on-Sea and may be attributed to the selection of single grain size to calculate the Dean’s profile while Joetsu-Ogata Coast has a complex sediment grain size variability across the profile. As a result, Dean’s equilibrium profile with single grain size may not be a suitable model to determine long term morphology of Joetsu-Ogata Coast.

The above results indicate that despite its simplicity Dean’s equilibrium profile model is suitable to characterise long term subaqueous cross shore morphology when cross-shore sediment distribution is well known and that the model should be used with caution if sediment details are sparse. However, it should be noted that the extent of the surveyed beach widths in all study sites do not cover the entire active beach profile and therefore, the results cannot be verified for the entire active beach profile. It should also be noted that the Dean’s model is used here with single grain size and that some discrepancies between measured and Dean’s equilibrium profile should be expected.

5. Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis

In this section, beach profiles are analysed using Empirical Orthogonal Functions to investigate spatial and temporal variation of profiles at the four selected study sites. The characteristic variability of profile shape at the four sites are then compared and contrasted through EOFs.

EOF analysis is widely used to investigate patterns in beach variability (e.g. Winant et al., 1975 and Wijenberg and Terwindt, 1995) and other coastal features (e.g. Reeve et al., 2001, 2008; Kroon et al., 2008). The method maps the observed coastal morphological data into a set of shape functions known as eigenfunctions that are determined from the data itself, analogues to Fourier Transformation. For example, the first eigenfunction is equivalent to the time mean computed directly from the data (e.g., Aranuvachapun and Johnson, 1979). The second eigenfunction represents the first ‘mode of variation’ about the time mean, and so on. When applied to cross-shore beach profiles, it can reveal patterns of variation about the mean profile shape, such as bars and troughs (Reeve et al., 2001; Larson et al., 2003). The cross-shore profile shape is represented as a linear summation of the products of the relevant time and space varying functions:

$$h_{nt} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} c_i(t) \cdot e_i(x)$$

$$c_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n_m} h_{nt} \cdot e_j(x)$$

where $h$ = profile depth and $x$ = distance measured offshore from a reference point on the profile. $e_i$ are spatial orthogonal functions and $c_i$ are corresponding temporal functions respectively, where $i = 1...n_c$ and $j = 1...n_m$. $n_c$ is the number of measurement points in the cross-shore profile. $n_m$ is the number of cross-shore profile surveys.

Each eigenfunction corresponds to a statistical description of the data with respect to how the data variance is concentrated in that function. The functions are usually ranked according to the magnitude of their corresponding eigenvalues which are proportional to the data variance. Typically, a large proportion of the data variance is contained within a small number of eigenvalues and hence, only a limited number of eigenfunctions is needed to explain most of the variation in the measurements (Reeve et al., 2001; Larson et al., 2003, Reeve et al., 2016).

The EOF analysis of beach profiles at all four sites reveals that more than 90% of the data variation is captured by the first five eigenfunctions. Therefore, only the first five eigenfunctions will be used to describe the beach profile change phenomena. We will first investigate spatial empirical orthogonal functions (SEOF). The first spatial eigenfunction (SEOF1) at all sites reflect the mean profile (thick black line in Fig. 7). The primary vertical axis in Fig. 7 corresponds to second and subsequent eigenfunctions while secondary vertical axis corresponds to the first eigenfunction.

In Fig. 7(a), the first five spatial eigenfunctions derived from Narrabeen Beach profiles at Profile 4 are shown. The second eigenfunction (SEOF2) reflects an intertidal beach trough and terrace which distinctly deforms the profile from its mean profile shape. The third eigenfunction (SEOF3) reflects the presence of a sub-tidal bar and a trough. The fourth eigenfunction (SEOF4) implies sediment exchange across the profile, which reflects erosion of the intertidal zone (Wijenberg and Terwindt, 1995). The fifth eigenfunction (SEOF5) may be related to other small scale accumulative-erosive features of the profile which may contribute to deform the profile shape in time. The largest variability of the spatial Eigenfunctions at the Narrabeen Beach is found after 60 m cross-shore location, which covers the lower intertidal and subtidal zones of the profile ($x > 70$ m). Variability of eigenfunctions in the upper shore face (swash region; $x < 60$ m) is significantly smaller than that of the rest of the profile. The bar crest, which is submerged at all times tide is located in the sub-tidal zone. SEOF4, which implies sediment exchange cross the profile, shows offshore sediment transport, which typically happens during storms. As SEOF4 implies, sediment moves from the inter-tidal zone to sub-tidal zone, which may lower the sub-tidal beach at Narrabeen.

Fig. 7(b) shows spatial eigenfunctions determined from Milford-on-Sea beach profiles measured at location 5F00107. SEOF2 reflects the presence of an upper beach ridge while SEOF3 reflects the presence of a sub-tidal bar and a trough. SEOF4 implies sediment exchange between the upper beach and the intertidal zone ($x < 50$ m). SEOF5 corresponds to small scale changes that contribute to deform beach profile shape, similar to that at Narrabeen Beach. The spatial variability of all eigenfunctions at Milford-on-Sea Beach is strongest between 18 m and 40 m cross-shore section of the profile, which covers the entire swash zone and the upper half of the inter-tidal zone. This confirms that the subaqueous (above MWL) beach undergoes the strongest morphodynamic variability. As seen in SEOF3, the bar crest at Milford-on-Sea is located in the inter-tidal zone and therefore can be exposed at low tide. SEOF4, which reflects sediment exchange across the profile,
where bar movement takes place between 300 m and 400 m cross-shore distance. The bar is mainly confined to the subtidal region. The inter-tidal zone is relatively stable. As EOFs 3 and 4 indicate, the gradient of the shoreface varies with stronger changes seen closer to the beach crest.

In Fig. 7(d), spatial eigenfunctions for Ogata-Joetsu profiles are given. SEOF2 reflects the change in profile gradient at both shore face and intertidal zone of the profile and possibly the development of a sub-tidal ridge. A subtidal bar/berm is reflected in SEOF3. SEOF4 implies sediment exchange across the profile between upper shore face/intertidal zone and subtidal area of the beach. SEOF5 indicates small localised erosion and accretion of the profile, which is not very significant. According to these results, it can be confirmed that the primary causes of beach profile change at Joetsu-Ogata Coast are variability of profile gradient, berm formation and shoreface steepening are. Similar to the observations made at Narrabeen Beach, the spatial eigenfunctions at Joetsu-Ogata Coast are largest in the subtidal zone ($x > 125$ m). The swash and upper surf zones of the profile (25 m < $x$ < 75 m) also show significant amount of profile variability. The shape of SEOF3 suggests that there may be a subtidal bar, which remains submerged at all times. This is similar to that observed at Narrabeen Beach. Cross-shore sediment exchange shown in SEOF4 reveals shoreward sediment movement and steepening of beach face but, seaward advance of the inter-tidal beach, which is a unique and interesting feature of this beach.

In order to investigate the morphodynamic change of beach profiles in time, we then investigated temporal eigenfunctions (TEOF). TEOFs show how the corresponding spatial eigenfunctions vary in time thus indicating temporal trends of morphodynamic change. The results are shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that the first temporal EOF (TEOF1) is approximately constant at all sites as it corresponds to the time-averaged cross-shore beach profile. Furthermore, TEOF5 at all four sites does not show any structure. Therefore, both TEOF1 and TEOF5 are not shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8a shows TEOFs at Narrabeen Beach. In TEOF2, which corresponds to inter-tidal trough and terrace a clear 3–5 year cyclic signal is visible. However, a weak, high frequency (~3–6 months) variability can also be seen. In TEOF3, which corresponds to subtidal bar and trough, a dominant 3–6 monthly cyclic signal and a long term upward trend which indicates a long term accretion of the bar, can also be seen. TEOF4, which corresponds to intertidal–subtidal sediment exchange, also shows a 3–6 months cyclic variability however, an underlying strong 1–1.5 year cyclic signal can also be seen in some sections of the time series. Subsequent TEOFs do not show any significant structure apart from the high frequency signal at the timescale of the data resolution.

Fig. 8b corresponds to Milford-on-Sea Beach. The second temporal EOF (TEOF2) at Milford-on-Sea, which corresponds to upper beach ridge, exhibits a gradual decline over time. This indicates long term beach recession due to degradation of the upper beach ridge. No seasonal signature is evident, may partly be due to the relatively low temporal resolution of data. The TEOF3, which is related to subtidal bar and trough, shows some evidence of a 5–6 year scale variability. A weak 1 year cyclic signal can be seen in some parts of TEOF3 and TEOF4 however, the low temporal resolution of the dataset does not allow any investigations of beach variability at short term timescales. Subsequent TEOFs do not show any significant structure.

Fig. 8c shows TEOFs derived from beach profiles at Hasaki Coast. TEOF2 shows a cyclic signature of around one year period indicating alternate bar growth and decay and a slight upward trend indicating net accretion. Furthermore, 4–5 month cyclic signal is also apparent in TEOF2. TEOF3, together with TEOF2 corresponding to bar movement, shows a cyclic signal of around the same period as that of TEOF2 indicating cyclic on-offshore bar movement. TEOF3 shift from predominantly positive values between 1987 and 1992 to predominantly negative values between 1993 and 1997, which indicates a shift in net sediment transport direction. Although some evidence of a 1 year cyclic signal is
Fig. 8. a. Temporal EOFs of Narrabeen Beach profiles at Profile 4. b. Temporal EOFs of Milford-on-Sea Beach profiles at Profile 5F00107. c. Temporal EOFs of Hasaki Coast profiles at Hazaki Pier. d. Temporal EOFs of Joetsu-Ogata Coast profile.
visible in TEOF4, which corresponds to upper beach gradient, an upward trend is more prominent.

In Fig. 8d, TEOFs for Joetsu-Ogata coast are shown. TEOF2, which corresponds to the variability of the profile gradient, shows a positive gradient until 2000 and a negative gradient afterwards. This is an indication of the beach having a gently sloping cross-shore profile until 2000 and steepening of the profile thereafter, which correctly captures the trend observed at the beach. In addition, a high frequency cyclic signal of approximately 4–5 months and 1 year can also be seen. TEOF3, which represents subtidal bar, shows a positive gradient from 1997 to 2000 followed by a steep negative gradient in 2000 and then a positive gradient until 2005 which resembles the gradual subtidal bar growth, sudden erosion and re-growth. An underlying annual cycle can also be seen throughout TEOF3. This behaviour coincides with the profile variability between three different beach states, observed when annual average profiles were analysed (not shown). In TEOF4, which is related to shoreface steepening, an approximately 4 monthly cyclic variability and a longer term periodic signal are clearly visible. However, the profile data set is not long enough to confirm the periodicity of the long term trend. TEOF5 (not shown) primarily shows a high frequency variability.

6. Discussion

Despite the differences in incident wave climate, sediment composition and other local conditions of the four beaches studied, there are some significant similarities as well as differences between beach behaviours. Even though all four beaches characterise one or multiple intertidal/subtidal bars, the mean profiles of all four beaches were fairly uniform. However, Milford-on-Sea and Joetsu-Ogata beaches show distinct reflective composite profile shapes where beach profile variability is dominated by the development and decay of an upper beach ridge while variability of Narrabeen and Hasaki profiles are dominated by a subtidal bar and a trough.

At Narrabeen Beach, bar-trough variability does not show any long term trend and is only a response to short term changes in wave climate. On the other hand in Joetsu-Ogata Coast, a long-term variability is seen underlying the short term variability of the bar. In Hasaki Coast, the bar-trough variability is more prominent at annual scale, a time period shorter than any of the climate variabilities that operate in South Pacific Ocean. In Milford-on-Sea Beach, 5–6 year scale variability can be seen even though the available data length is not long enough to comment on it further.

All beaches show sediment exchange between different sections of the profile (SEOF4). In Narrabeen Beach and Joetsu-Ogata Coast, sediment exchange takes place predominantly between inter-tidal and subtidal zones. On the other hand in Milford-on-Sea and Hasaki, most sediment exchange takes place between the upper shoreface and the intertidal zones. The dominant timescale of sediment exchange at Narrabeen is short-term. However, changes at timescales shorter than one month cannot be investigated using the monthly measured beach profile surveys. In contrast, in Milford-on-Sea and Joetsu-Ogata, longer term (3–6 years) changes are more prominent. At Hasaki, a long term trend is more prominent even though some evidence of short-term and inter-annual scale processes can also be seen.

To investigate potential relationships between characteristics of beach profile variability shown by EOFs at the four sites and incident wave conditions, spectral analysis of incident wave height time series was carried out. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Spectral peaks of wave heights observed at the four sites are given in Table 2.

In the Narrabeen Beach wave height spectrum, significant peaks are seen at 1 year, 1.6 years and 3.9 years. Wave height spectra at Milford-on-Sea Beach, Hasaki Coast and Joetsu-Ogata Coast are somewhat similar. All of them have the highest spectral peak at 1 year. Two other significant peaks are seen at 4–5.5 years and 4–5 months. 4–5.5 year spectral peaks observed in wave height data in Narrabeen, Hasaki and Joetsu-Ogata sites coinciding with the 4–5 year cycles of El Niño-La Niña Southern Oscillation (ENSO) driven Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) during the corresponding periods of wave measurements (Fig. 10a) (Ranasinghe et al., 2004; Harley et al., 2011). 5.5 year spectral peak observed at Milford-on-Sea wave height data coincided with 5–5.5 year cyclic signal observed in North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index during 1989 and 1999 (Visbeck et al., 2001; http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/nao.shtml) which controls the direction and intensity of storms in the Atlantic (Fig. 10b).

Variabilities observed in TEOFs at 4–5 year timescales and wave height spectral directly peaks corresponding to that time period show notable correlations where some features of the beach profiles followed the variability of incident wave climate at different timescales related to local weather patterns and inter-annual scale climatic variations. For example, the long term cyclic variability of growth and decay of intertidal terrace in Narrabeen Beach profile (TEOF2) had similar period to that of the wave spectral peak at 4 years. The 1–1.5 year cycles of inter-tidal sediment exchange (TEOF4) corresponds to the peak of the wave height spectra at 1.6 years which may be determined by local weather patterns operates in the Narrabeen region. The 4–5 year variability is likely to be associated with the long term changes in the incident wave climate driven by ENSO related climatic variations in the South Pacific Ocean (You and Lord, 2006). Therefore, we conclude that some specific features of the Narrabeen Beach profile follow climatic variability of the incident wave climate whereas some follow local, shorter-term variations associated with local weather fronts.

Similar observations are made at other three beaches too. In Milford-on-Sea, TEOF3 and TEOF4 (Fig. 8b) of the profiles which relate to subtidal bar-trough and sediment exchange respectively show a weak 1 year cyclic signal. The highest wave height spectral peak at Milford-on-Sea also occurred at 1 year, which may correspond to intense winter waves. Therefore, enough evidence is seen to conclude that variability of beach profile features other than upper beach ridge (TEOF2) correlates with winter-summer variability of the incident wave climate. However, limited data availability and resolution restricts further investigations of these features. In TEOF3, the 5–6 year variability coincides with the wave height spectral peak observed at 5.5 years and hence with the NAO periodicity. Therefore, the bar-trough movement at Milford-on-Sea may be related to the incident wave climate variability driven by NAO.

A cyclic signal with approximately 1 year period is seen in all TEOFs of the Hasaki beach profiles. The highest wave height spectral peak is also at 1 year period. Therefore, it is apparent that most significant profile features of Hasaki change as a result of annual scale incident wave climate variability. However, TEOF2 and TEOF4, which are related to bar-trough and upper beach gradient, show long term upward trends indicating gradual long term bar growth and steepening of the upper beach respectively. Even though the length of the data used in this study is not sufficient to conclude the nature of sediment exchange in this beach, the negative (1987–1992)/positive (1993–1998) shift of TEOF3 which is linked to sediment transport direction may be linked with the SOI as well (mostly positive between 1987 and 1992 and mostly negative between 1993 and 1998).

In Joetsu-Ogata Coast, 4–5 year variability of TEOF2 (beach profile gradient), TEOF3 (sub tidal bar) and TEOF4 (intertidal-subtidal sediment exchange) closely matches with 5 year wave spectral peak, which is associated with the SOI. In addition, TEOF4 shows 1 year cycles, which may be related to annual change in wave climate.

Profile shape of coarse grain or composite beaches (Milford-on-Sea and Joetsu-Ogata) is governed by the changes in the upper beach whereas the profile shape of sandy beaches is dominated by bar-trough variability. Sediment exchange is common to all beaches. However, the magnitudes and the locations of exchange is very site specific. No obvious relationships between sediment exchange and beach type or wave climate were found. Timescales of variability of different profile features depend on the incident wave climate. When the incident wave climate is driven by local climatic variabilities, profile response is strongly linked
to the timescale of the climatic variability (Milford-on-Sea, Hasaki and Joetsu-Ogata). However, if local weather fronts dominate the incident wave climate then more short term profile shape changes can be seen (Narrabeen). Different profile zones respond differently to incident waves in all beaches. In steeper beaches supratidal zone of the beach is most active (Milford-on-Sea, Joetsu-Ogata) while in sandy beaches inter-tidal zone found to be the most active part of the profile (Narrabeen, Hasaki). Overall, cross-shore profile change is determined by the profile shape and sediment characteristics however, a significant amount of site-specific variation was found in all study sites.

7. Conclusions

This study aimed to compare and contrast cross-shore morphodynamic behaviour of four distinctly different beaches at a range of timescales and investigating potential relationships between their variability and incident wave climate. The selected sites span a wide parameter range in relation to sediment size, incident wave climate and tidal variations. A range of analysis methods are used to analyse long term measurements of cross-shore beach profiles and wave measurement at the four sites. The main conclusions arising from the analysis are listed below:

- Despite complex site specific morphological features present at the individual sites, the time-averaged profile at all four sites fall into either reflective, intermediate or dissipative states defined by Short et al. (2006).
- In general, Dean (1991)'s equilibrium profile model is able to describe the long term average profile at all four sites. However, deviations were found in certain sections of the profiles. This may be due to variability of sediment characteristics across the profile, which is not taken into account when determining Dean's profile.
- Spatial variability of profile features at the four sites shows some similarities and distinct differences. Although Milford-on-Sea Beach and Joetsu-Ogata Coast have distinctly different tidal regimes and sediment characteristics, the profile shape variability of both beaches is dominated by morphodynamics of the upper beach ridge. Similarly, irrespective of the differences in mean beach slope and sediment size, the profile change at Narrabeen Beach and Hasaki Coast is dominated by the movement of inter-tidal/sub-tidal bar.
- The dominant timescale of profile change at Narrabeen Beach is short term (several months). At Hasaki Coast, inter-annual scale dominates profile change. At Milford-on-Sea Beach and Joetsu-Ogata Coast, annual scale changes dominate morphodynamic variability while some long term trends are also seen.
- The timescales of profile change at all four beaches show some correlations with the variability of incident wave climate which in turn may be linked to regional climatic variations such as SOI and NAO.
- All four beaches show evidence of cross shore sediment exchange. At Milford-on-Sea Beach and Hasaki Coast, primary sediment exchange takes place between upper shore face and inter tidal zone. At

| Table 2 |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Site            | Spectral peaks  |
| Narrabeen Beach | 4.6 years, 1.6 years, 1 year |
| Milford-on-Sea Beach | 5.5 years, 1 year, 4 months |
| Hasaki Beach    | 3.9 years, 1 year, 5 months |
| Joetsu-Ogata Coast | 5 years, 1 year, 4 months |
Narrabeen Beach and Joetsu-Ogata Coast it is between inter tidal and sub tidal zones.

The beach measurement frequency and the length of the data set at some study sites do not allow reinforcement of certain observations. This highlights the importance of frequent and long term field measurements programmes which will significantly contribute to better understanding of beach behaviour.
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